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Mini task:

C. Strange - his friends have noticed he isn't acting like himself.

B. The friends go clubbing. Martin is acting a little bit wild but Natalie is trying to be quite reserved.
Natalie makes a friend, doesn't want her to meet his girlfriend.

A."Hey! Hands off!" - This quotation suggests that Natalie is an overprotective girlfriend who doesn't
want any girl stealing Martin from her.

Dear Diary,

Heres another story about how my friends roped me into doing reckless things; honestly, I love them,
but sometimes I want to strangle them. 

Today I met a girl and I don't know but I think I just made a new friend. She seemed to be quite fun
and sweet, but I don't want her to have the chance to get all handsy with Martin, she seems to have
taken a liking to him,so ill have to keep an eye on her. I don't really have much experience with girl
friends, so I think this will be kind of fun. I cant spend all my time worrying about Martin, so I think this
will be a great time to let loose. Am I overthinking!? Im totally overthinking.

Today Martin asked me to dance! Sometimes I forget that that knucklehead can be sweet
sometimes, I told him id dance later, which I feel kind of bad about, but sure we'll get another
chance. 

Martin tried to get me to drink with him and honestly, I don't get that boy sometimes. Hes basically
always drunk, ( reckless, let loose, fun, trouble making - you know the drill) but I guess that's Martin
for you. We're so different, but maybe that's why fate brought us together.

Im starting to sound really spiritual and stuff so im gonna rap this up. Talk tomorrow?

Your truly,

Natalie.


